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Abstract
This paper presents the experiments of

the English-to-Khmer phrase-based machine
translation using Part-of-Speech (POS) as
additional information. Moreover, the tech-
nique of using POS tagger as a word seg-
menter is also described in this paper. The
experimental results show that phrase-based
SMT system with POS information improves
the translation system in terms of BLEU over
the baseline phrase-based SMT system.
Keywords: Part-of-speech tagging, statisti-
cal machine translation, English-to-Khmer

1 Introduction
Statistical machine translation (SMT) which
is being popular nowadays allows the trans-
lation between two languages with less hu-
man efforts. The SMT is built by just pro-
viding large enough parallel corpora for the
selected pair of languages. However, the im-
provement of the SMT system is still an in-
teresting topic in present time especially for
language such Khmer which is currently at
an early stage and linguistic resources for the
language are scarce.

Several works related to the improvement
of SMT have been proposed. Phrase-based
machine translation model and decoding al-
gorithm have been introduced to translate
the sentence in phrase level instead of word
level [1]. Tuning algorithms such MERT [2]
and MIRA [3] have been proposed as well to
find the optimal weights that maximise the
translation performance on a small set of par-
allel sentences. Then, [4] introduced factored
translation model that allows to integrate
the linguistic information such lemma, mor-

phological and POS into phrase-based SMT.
[4] also showed that the translation quality
of factored translation model got improved
with English and German, English and Span-
ish, and English and Czech language.

In this paper, we present the experiments
of integrating the part-of-speech (POS) in-
formation into the standard phrase-based
machine translation system introduced by [1]
for English-to-Khmer. In our experiments,
we map the word of source language to both
word and POS of the target language for
training translation model [4]. Furthermore,
we tune all the systems with MERT algo-
rithm [2] before the comparison between the
baseline system and the system with POS in-
formation.

Overall structure of this paper is as fol-
lows. Khmer language characteristic is ana-
lyzed in next section (Section 2) while sec-
tion 3 presents the POS tag set and word
segmentation. Then, the experimental setup
and result are shown in section 4.

2 Analysis of Khmer language
Khmer language is an official language in
Cambodia with approximately 16 million
speakers. It belongs to Mon-Khmer branch
of Austro-Asiatic language family. Khmer
language is influenced by Sanskrit and Pali
languages combining features of Hinduism
and Buddhism. Most of the administra-
tive, military and literary words are bor-
rowed from Sanskrit and Pali languages.

Khmer script contains 35 consonant char-
acters that modern Khmer use only 33, 24
dependent vowels, 14 independent vowels, 13
diacritics, ten numerals, one subscript sign,
and several symbols used in the Khmer script
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Category Characters

Consonant កខគឃងចឆជឈ
ញ ដ ឋ ឌ ឍ ណ ត ថ
ទធនបផពភ មយ រ
ល វ (ឝ) (ឞ) ស ហ ឡ
អ

Dependent Vowel ◌ា ◌ិ ◌ី ◌ឹ ◌ឺ ◌ុ ◌ូ ◌ួ េ◌
េ◌ េ◌ េ◌ ែ◌ ៃ◌ េ◌
េ◌ ◌ុំ ◌ំ ◌ាំ ◌ះ ◌ិះ ◌ុះ
េ◌ះ េ◌ះ

Diacritic ◌ំ ◌ះ ◌ៈ ◌៉ ◌៊ ◌ុ ◌់ ◌៌ ◌៍ ◌៎
◌៏ ◌័ ◌៑

Subscript sign ◌្
Independence
Vowel Upper Sign

ឥ ឦ ឧ ឨ ឩ ឪ ឫ ឬ ឭ
ឮ ឯ ឰ ឱ (ឲ) ឳ

Numerals ០ ១ ២ ៣ ៤ ៥ ៦ ៧ ៨
៩

Symbols ។ ៘ ៗ ៕ ៖ ៛ ? ! “

Table 1. Khmer characters

(see Table 1). Generally, dependent vow-
els, diacritic, and subscript sign never stand
alone. They’re always joint with consonants.
Beside these, other characters could be con-
sidered as a word token.

In Khmer sentence, there is no separa-
tion between words. The space is placed be-
tween words to indicate a pause (equivalent
to comma or semicolon in English). The seg-
mentation of a sentence into words requires
the full knowledge of the vocabulary and of
the semantics of the sentence.

There are no inflections, conjugations or
case endings. Instead, particles and auxil-
iary words are used to indicate grammatical
relationships. The general word order of a
sentence is subject–verb–object.

3 Khmer POS tagging and word
segmentation

3.1 POS tagging
For POS tagging, there are several ap-
proaches have been proposed such as rule-
based and statistical-based approaches.

Rule-based approach for POS tagging gen-

erally uses a large database of laboriously
hand-crafting rules for tagging which require
a very strong knowledge of linguistic [5] [6].
However, creating such tagging rules is diffi-
cult in Khmer language because of the word
ambiguity that a word may have different
meaning and function in different sentences.
For instance, the word ែផ� (fruit / borne) and
េ�ចន (many) in Figure 1. As see, the mean-
ing and function of the word ែផ� in both sen-
tences are different. The translation of first
sentence is “There are many mango fruits.”
and second is “The mango are borne a lot.”.
In first sentence, ែផ� is located before the
name of the fruit �� យ (mango) to indicate
it is a fruit. So, ែផ� of this case is a noun and
the meaning is “fruit”. However the mean-
ing and function of the word ែផ� is changed
in second sentence that the word becomes a
verb of the subject �� យ (mango) and the
meaning is “to bear fruit”. Moreover, the
function of the word េ�ចន is also changed
from adjective in first sentence to adverb in
second sentence because the context of the
sentence is changed. In consequence, it is al-
most impossible to create the rule for tagging
such ambiguous or context-dependent word
in Khmer language.

យ  ែផ  េ ចើន ស់  ។

 ែផ   យ េ ចើន ស់  ។

           Mango     borne   many       very             .

            noun       verb    adverb    adverb           .

           Fruit     mango     many       very           .

           noun     noun     adjective   adverb        .

Figure 1. Ambiguous words tagging

In our work, we decided to use Conditional
Random Field (CRF) [7] statistical model-
ing method which produce the tagging out-
put based on the probability computed from
the sample corpus. Fortunately, the toolkit
for CRF1 is freely available for training POS
tagger.

The POS tagger is trained using a small
tag set of so-called NOVA. The tag set con-
sists of 7 tags as shown in Table 2.

The annotation of compound word is rep-
1https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/
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Tag Description

N Noun

V Verb

A Adjective

O Adverb, auxiliary, preposi-
tion, conjunction, negator, fi-
nal particle, and other parti-
cles

1 Number

dot (.) Symbols

+ Hesitation and response parti-
cles

Table 2. NOVA tag set

resented as well using square bracket ( [ ] )
symbol. The elements of the compound word
are separated and tagged accordingly. In-
stead of just containing the tag of compound
element, the first and last elements contain
the tag of compound word as well. As shown
in Figure 2, េ �មៃដ (which means gloves)
is a word compounded by េ �ម (cover),
and ៃដ (hand). Thus both words are tagged
separately that first word (េ �ម) is tagged
as “N[N” and last word (ៃដ) is tagged as
“N]N”. As see, the highlighted “N” is the
tag of the compound word.

Annotation: េ ម/N[N ៃដ/N]N

េ ម    (Cover)    : N 
ៃដ           (Hand)      : N
េ មៃដ (Gloves) : N

Figure 2. Compound word tagging

Moreover, some combination of words that
is not compound word but is used as one POS
is also tagged as the same as compound word.
Normally, the combination of the words is a
modifier of the noun or verb. For instance,
the quantitative adjective is usually the com-
bination of a number and a measurement
unit such as េស វេ (book) �បំ (five) កបល
(unit). The combination words of �បំ and
កបល is an quantitative adjective modify-

ing the word េស វេ . Thus, the annota-
tion of this word is “េស វេ /N �បំ/A[1
កបល/N]A”.

Table 3 shows several common occurred
patterns of the compound word and words
combination. The first seven patterns is the
pattern of compound word and the last two
pattern for word combination.

Pattern Example
Gloss
⇒ Translation

N[N+N]N ចំេណះ/N[N វជិជ /N]N
(knowledge) (knowledge)
⇒ knowledge

V[V+V]V គិត/V[V គូរ/V]V
(think) (draw)
⇒ think

A[A+A]A ខពង់/A[A ខពស់/A]A
(high) (high)
⇒ high

V[V+N]V ែហល/V[V ទឹក/N]V
(swim) (water)
⇒ swim

N[N+A]N ទឹក/N[N េ ម /A]N
(water) (black)
⇒ ink

N[N+V]N បនទប់/N[N េដក/V]N
(room) (sleep)
⇒ bed room

N[N+V+N]N ផក យ/N[N ដុះ/V កនទុយ/N]N
(star) (grow) (tail)
⇒ comet

A[1+N]A �បំ/A[1 កបល/N]A
(five) (unit)
⇒ five units

A[N+1]A ទី/A[N បី/1]A
(rank) (three)
⇒ third

Table 3. Common occurred patterns

3.2 Word segmentation
As known, Khmer sentence doesn’t have any
delimiter between words and Khmer word
segmentation is ambiguous that why many
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approaches have been proposed to overcome
this problems. However, it is still not able to
achieve perfect performance especially when
OOV occurred. Thus, to make our experi-
ments independent from word segmentation
quality, we introduce a technique of using
POS tagger as word segmenter by taking ad-
vantage of the unbreakable unit in Khmer
language.

In Khmer language, unbreakable unit,
which can be segmented perfectly using rule-
based approach, became very interesting es-
pecially for word segmentation. The segmen-
tation rule simply consist of two steps. First,
all the characters are segmented using space.
Then, the spaces before all the vowels, dia-
critics, and subscript signs are removed. On
the segmentation output, the tokens sepa-
rated with space are the unbreakable unit.
Because the unbreakable unit is the combi-
nation of a consonant with one or two vowels
or diacritics, or a consonant with a subscript
sign, the possible unbreakable unit can be
known and the OOV of unbreakable unit can
be avoided.

In order to train the POS tagger, in the
preprocessing step, the POS training cor-
pus is prepared in unbreakable unit form.
First, the words are segmented into unbreak-
able unit and then the last unbreakable unit
from the word is tagged by the original-word
tag and other unbreakable unit is tagged by
empty tag denoted by “@”. For instance,
in Figure 3, ស្ េ� ម ៃដ are segmented
from េ �មៃដ. This four unbreakable units
are tagged accordingly that ស្ and េ� are
tagged by empty tag and ម is tagged by the
tag of its original word េ �ម (cover), ៃដ
reminds no change because the word itself is
also an unbreakable unit.

ស្/@ េ /@ ម/N[N ៃដ/N]N

Figure 3. Unbreak unit tagging

The POS tagger is trained with CRF us-
ing the feature set of token unigram at
relative position -1, -2, 0, +1, and +2
{w−2, w−1, w0, w+1, w+2} and token bigram
{w−1w0, w0w1} that token is denoted by w.

These token n-gram were combined with la-
bel unigram to produce the feature set for the
model. As shown in Figure 4 for the unigram
feature, the feature function, f(w−1 → y0),
will return 1 if w−1 is េ� and output uni-
gram label, y0, is “N[N”. For bigram feature
in Figure 5, the feature function, f(w−1w0 →
y0), will return 1 if w−1 is េ� and w0 is ម and
the output label is “N[N”.

    :      -2      -1         0      1
     :      ស្    េ       ម     ៃដ 

     :                      N[N

Figure 4. Unigram feature

    :      -2      -1         0      1
     :      ស្    េ       ម     ៃដ 

     :                      N[N

Figure 5. Bigram feature

After training the POS tagger with CRF,
in the tagging step, the Khmer text corpus
have to be segmented into unbreakable unit
before tagged by POS tagging model. As the
tagging result is in unbreakable unit form,
the empty tags are then removed to trans-
form the result into word form (see figure 6).

ស្/@ េ /@ ម/N[N ៃដ/N]N

េ ម/N[N ៃដ/N]N

Figure 6. Removing empty tags or trans-
forming into word form

4 Experiments
4.1 Data setup
The experiments are conducted by BTEC [8]
corpus which totally contains 175, 841 pair
of sentences. The corpus is randomly divided
into three data set, train, development (dev),
and test (see Table 4). The train data set
is used to train the SMT systems while the
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Table 4. BTEC data set
Data #Sentences #Tokens #Vocabularies

En Km En Km
Train 173, 028 1, 247, 868 1, 449, 555 13, 987 14, 969
Dev 1, 758 12, 386 14, 405 1, 773 1, 589
Test 1, 055 7, 489 8, 781 1, 329 1, 242

dev data set is used for tuning the system.
After that, the systems are evaluated with
test data set.

4.2 Methodology
Baseline system - We trained the base-
line system with phrase-based approach pro-
vided by Moses toolkit [9]. We aligned the
words between source and target language
using GIZA++ [10] and the alignment was
symmetrized by grow-diag-final-and heuris-
tic [1]. The lexicalized reordering model
was trained with the msd-bidirectional-fe op-
tion [11]. We trained the language model
in 9-gram order with interpolated modified
Kneser-Ney discounting [12] using SRILM
toolkit. Minimum Error Rate Training
(MERT) [2] was used to tune the decoder
parameters and the decoding was done using
the Moses 2 decoder (version 2.1) [9].

SysKhPOS - We added POS information
to the baseline system using translation-
factors [2] for training SysKhPOS SMT sys-
tem. Using translation factor, we mapped
the word of source language to both word
and POS of the target language.

KhPOS LM - The language model for
POS is trained in 9-gram order using SRILM
3.

4.3 POS tagging schemes
We trained the POS tagger using CRF mod-
eling method (as mentioned in section 3.2)
from ALT[13] data containing 20, 106 sen-
tences and 756, 379 tokens (unbreakable
unit). The POS tagger obtains 91.97% pre-
cision for tagging performance and, as men-
tioned that this tagger is used as word seg-
menter, get 98.44% F-score (97.53% preci-

2http://www.statmt.org/moses/
3http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/

sion, 99.37% recall) for word segmentation.
Both POS tagging and word segmentation
performances are very high. Therefore, we
using this tagger to tag the target (Khmer)
language corpus of train data set, which is
used for training SysKhPOS.

4.4 Evaluation metrics
We evaluate the systems based on two au-
tomatic evaluation criteria, Bilingual Eval-
uation Understudy (BLEU), and Rank-
based Intuitive Bilingual Evaluation Mea-
sure (RIBES).

BLUE [14] is the de facto standard auto-
matic evaluation metric that intuitively mea-
sure the adequacy of the translations and the
higher BLEU score indicate the better per-
formance.

RIBES [15] is an automatic evaluation
metric based on rank correlation coefficient
modified with precision. The evaluation met-
ric will penalize the wrong word orders. The
large RIBES is better.

4.5 Experimental results
The overall results of all systems with the
translation quality evaluation metrics such
BLEU and RIBES are summarized in Ta-
ble 5. The results show that the SysKhPOS
outperforms the baseline system in term of
BLEU score. Interestingly, the SysKhPOS
with the POS language model for target lan-
guage (Khmer), KhPOS LM, gives a higher
BLEU score over the SysKhPOS and baseline
systems. The improvement of SysKhPOS
with KhPOS LM is about 0.4 of BLEU score
comparing to the baseline system. However,
all systems’s performance in this experiment
are very high in term of both BLEU and
RIBES and it is not surprise because the
test data set is from the same source as the
training set. But the evaluation with RIBES
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Table 5. BLUE and RIBES scores of various
translation systems

System BLEU RIBES
Baseline 63.1 .916
SysKhPOS 63.3 .914
SysKhPOS+KhPOS LM 63.5 .913

is not interesting in this experiment because
the scores of these three systems are almost
the same.

Ref: ខំ ន េឃើញ ម ឆត តង់ េនះ ។
Baseline: ខំ ន រក េឃើញ ម េ  ទី េនះ ។ 

+KhPOS LM: ខំ ន រក េឃើញ ម ឆត មួយ េ  ទី េនះ ។

En: I found a scratch here .

Figure 7. Translation of the baseline and
SysKhPOS + KhPOS LM systems

Figure 7 shows the translation of a sen-
tence of the SysKhPOS + KhPOS LM sys-
tem and the baseline system. From the fig-
ure, both systems performance very well to
translate a simple sentence. However, the
translation of SysKhPOS + KhPOS LM sys-
tems is more complete than baseline system.
As see that the baseline system translates the
word “a scratch” as “�ន ម (mark)” while the
SysKhPOS + KhPOS LM system traslates
as “�ន ម ឆកូត (scratching mark) មួយ (one)”.
In term of meaning, both translations are
acceptable but the SysKhPOS + KhPOS
LM system provides more specific and de-
tail translation from English-to-Khmer than
baseline.

Moreover, the statistical significance test
between the baseline and SysKhPOS + Kh-
POS LM systems is conducted as well in this
experiment [16]. The result shows that the
SysKhPOS + KhPOS LM systems is better
than the baseline 81% of the time (p-level
is 0.19). As see, this statistical significance
result is lower than the 95% statistical sig-
nificance, which is a commonly used level of
reliability. According to this experiment, the
baseline system doesn’t have “statistical sig-
nificance” improvement using POS informa-

tion and language model.

5 Conclusion and future works
This paper has shown the experiments of
phrase-based SMT system with and without
POS information. As the result, the employ-
ment of POS improved the standard phrase-
based SMT system in term of BLUE. The
experimental result also show that the lan-
guage model of POS is very important to
achieve higher BLEU. For other contribu-
tion, we have introduced a technique of using
POS tagger as word segmenter. As this POS
tagger and segmenter are originally trained
in unbreakable unit level and all the possible
unbreakable unit can be known, the occur-
rence of OOV could be avoided. We strongly
believe that this technique will be very help-
ful for other researches and applications.

As Khmer word can be the composition
of a root word and some complementary in-
formation (such prefix, suffix, etc), analyz-
ing and extracting these information must
be very interesting. Thus, in the further re-
search, we would like to use these informa-
tion to improve the SMT system.
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